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Introduction
Peak Architects is a rare find: a young, agile practice with high-end experience across key
sectors – housing, education, industrial, urban, rural; but it also has first-hand, in-house
understanding of what both developers and public bodies need.
Its strong, value-driven approach sees Peak Architects trusted by leading developers such as
Seven Capital and Berkeley Homes, as well as by high profile organisations, including Sheffield City
Council, Sheffield Children’s Hospital and Chatsworth Estates, where it is retained for a number of
key projects.
The practice’s designs work aesthetically, thematically and economically.
As well as being an architect, founder Paul Holden is a qualified urban designer who has worked
in-house to deliver landmark developments in central London and in Birmingham city centre,
refining his developer-attuned ethos to deliver value and efficiency.

What we stand for
An architect’s hand, a developer’s nose.
Peak Architects has a firm commercial background and grasp of value versus cost; a nose for
turning capital expenditure into innovative designs.

Light on its feet, strategic and capable.
Peak Architects may be young but it is already acknowledged as ground-breaking: listed for three
awards in its first year.

We Listen!
Central to our approach is an understanding of the clients requirements. This ranges from an
understanding of pedagogies in educational buildings to modern technologies and how they
influence layouts.

Systems-driven and scalable.
Delivering highly professional standards of work by embracing BIM, the filing and design systems of
a much larger practice, so that all it’s work is scalable, meaning Peak Architects can handle all sizes
of projects.

Balanced, diverse portfolio of projects across all sectors.
Importantly, Peak Architects has a track record that embraces major developers, through to
industrial units, urban residential designs and sensitive rural housing developments; as well as retail
and public sector buildings.

An Architect’s Hand, a Developer’s Nose
Unusually, for an architect running his own practice, founder Paul Holden has worked in-house
as project director for a series of commercial developers. It was in these roles that his ‘developer’s
nose’ was honed by his being in charge of the entire design v. cost issue, making him a genuine
asset for any developer seeking to engage an architect who has a true understanding of the key
development issues.
This experience should give confidence in Peak Architects’ unique grasp of exactly how
developments of all types, across multiple sectors and institutions works.
The fact is that cap ex and the value/cost equation rarely feature in other architects’ thinking, but
Peak Architects understands it is fundamental to every project, so this discipline is applied from the
outset. This means Peak Architects reaches the right design solution faster, better.
Of course, this does not limit Peak Architects’ ability to be creative, flexible and strategic – it’s
projects speak for themselves. But having a developer’s nose means the practice is increasingly
able to approach clients with self-starter solutions that meet clients’ strict criteria of design
practicality and deliverability.

Light on it’s Feet
Peak Architects was established in 2015 after Paul Holden had worked at Bond Bryan and Scott
Brownrigg.
This track record means developers benefit from having senior staff on every project and not being
passed down to junior staff. It also means that the team can be light on its feet, quick to respond
and comfortable in taking the initiative to the client. Our senior staff are highly experienced
architects and managers who can drive a project forward, who are trusted and respected by
developers and planners alike.
The practice is not bogged down by having a set house style: it thinks far too strategically for that.
Every client is different; every project is unique.
Paul’s response when asked what Peak Architects will do when they become much bigger? He
answers candidly: “We’re growing already, but being flexible and fleet-of-foot, with a grounding in
development and high quality designs, remain our touchstones.”

We Listen
Central to our process and values is the belief that by engaging, listening and exploring we will
articulate the client’s vision and exceed their aspirations. Our values can be summarised as follows:
•

Sustainability Sustainability is an integral part of good architecture; we aim to design buildings
that are best prepared for future changes whilst considering their impacts from inception and
construction to operation and beyond.

•

Collaboration The success of any project is the quality of the team and its collective approach;
we will guide, motivate and control this group from start to finish.

•

Client Consultation Central to each project is the client, through continuous dialogue we will
articulate the client’s vision and exceed their aspirations.

•

Design Good design is central to the role of the architect, it must inspire but it need not take
more money or time or be attention seeking.

•

Affordability Determining budgetary constraints at the outset of the project is important, working within this budget and controlling cash flow are essential.

•

Integrity We act in a professional manner; treating all parties with the courtesy and respect
expected…engendering ‘trust’.

•

Deliverability Understanding materials and applying good detailing are essential in the delivery
of high quality buildings.

•

Pro-active We are pro-active not reactive; we encourage a ‘can do’ attitude.

•

Knowledge We are committed to best practice through continued learning.

•

Flexibility Flexibility in use and ease of potential adaptation in the future are key considerations
in the design of all of our projects.

Professional, systems-driven and scalability

Diverse, cross sector portfolio

By aspiring from the outset to work with the country’s leading clients, Peak Architects invested
heavily in technology and systems. Paul Holden’s background includes projects where he managed
a team of 45 architects, so he fully grasps the importance of management information and
flexibility of reporting to suit client’s requirements.

Peak Architects’ portfolio is wide-ranging.

BIM (building information modelling) is at the heart of every Peak Architects project, ensuring
efficiency and speed as well as accurate and flexible reporting methods. This is something our
clients have said they especially appreciate, as Peak Architects works to the same exacting
standards as much larger, less agile practices.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

By underpinning the firm’s creativity with a strict, best practice business model, Peak Architects has
created a ready-made scalability to its work that means it is ready to manage projects of almost any
size.

The practice is determined not to be typecast. In terms of our clients’ needs, Peak Architects has an
enviable track record working across a variety of sectors including:
Education
Residential
Masterplanning and Urban Design
Hospitality and Leisure
Industrial, Distribution and Warehousing
Heritage and Conservation
Commercial - Business Space
Healthcare and Senior Living
Renewable Energy

Sustainability
We believe passionately that a sustainable approach to design is the only approach. We stand for
an integration of sustainability into all aspects of design. A sustainable design cannot be achieved
as an after thought – it requires all parties to think from the outset how the building will minimise its
impact upon the environment, whilst promoting economic and social
sustainability.

Expertise
We have an in-house sustainability focus group. This group acts as an in-house design resource,
offering advice and guidance at each stage whilst acting as a champion for sustainability issues.

Process and Toolkit
Sustainability reviews are held at design concept stage, planning application, tender, start on site
and handover. An internal audit trail is maintained throughout the lifetime of the project. We can
therefore demonstrate how we are maximising the sustainability opportunity, at any time, on any
project.

Benchmarks
There are a number of sustainability assessment methods, none of which are a complete answer in
themselves. However, they are useful in providing recognised benchmarks and being widely
understood. They also demonstrate our commitment and that of our clients.
BREEAM is probably the most widely accepted method although it presently excludes a carbon
footprint assessment.

Heritage & Conservation Our Approach & Track Record
Philosophy of Repair and Conservation

Track Record

Central to our approach is to conserve, protect and convert the buildings to sustainable uses that
preserve their character and fabric. We have a series of principles that we advocate, these being:

Bank Close House, Chesterfield		
Chatsworth Stickyard 			
Chatsworth Potting Shed 			
Chatsworth Stables
			
Chatsworth Birdhide				
Chatsworth Gardeners Hub			
Chatsworth Farmyard				
Chatsworth Farmshop				
Devonshire Arms, Beeley			
The Old Vicarage, Hathersage			
Delf View House, Eyam			
Nether Shatton Farm, Shatton			
Spital Building, Hope				
Booths Farm, Hathersage			
Dukes Barn, Beeley				
Broom Hall, Sheffield				
Goole Hall, Goole
			
The Old Vicarage, Barlow			
Hazleford Hall, Hathersage			
The Old Bell House, Hathersage		
Bamford Hall, Bamford				
Chestnut Centre, Chapel-en-le-Frith		
Glumangate, Chesterfield			
Knouchley Farm, Calver				
Barrow Farmstead, Wentworth			
Greencroft Farm, Middleton-by-Youlgrave
Brooklands, Bakewell				
Cheese Shop, Hartington			
Bubnell Hall, Baslow				
Ladywash Farm, Eyam				

•

Use of traditional materials and construction techniques where possible whilst integrating
modern techniques which preserve the environment within which the buildings exist;

•

Engagement with local historians and the estate as part of a proactive engagement with
Historic England and the LA conservation team;

•

Seamless and discreet Integration of sustainable construction methods and technology;

•

New elements/ facilities are placed as free standing ‘sculptural elements’ within the spaces;

•

Where possible, off-site manufacturing is promoted to lessen works on site to reduce the
programme, impact on the site and improve build quality;

•

In developing and implementing any heritage project, early stakeholder engagement is essential
in ensuring an agreement on the approach, layout and methodolgy.

Grade II*
Grade I*
Grade I*
Grade I*
Grade I*
Grade I*
Grade I*
Grade I*
Grade II
Grade II
Grade II
Grade II
Grade II
Grade II
Grade II
Grade II
Grade II
Grade II
Grade II
Grade II		
Grade II		
Grade II		
Grade II		
Grade II		
Grade II		
Grade II		
Grade II		
Grade II		
Grade II		
Grade I		

Nursing Home Private
Outdoor Education Centre
Education/ Conference Centre
Retail/ Restaurants Bank
Birdhide/Leisure
Hydro-electric Stations
Retail/ Cafe
Retail/ Cafe
Restaurant
Private House
Private House
Private House
Private House
Private House
Outdoor Pursuit Centre
Office
Nursing Home
Private House
Private House
Private House
Private House
Housing
Commercial
Holiday Accommodation
Commercial
Housing
Housing
Commercial
Private House
Private House

Peak District National Park Track Record
Peak Architects have an enviable track record in achieving successful planning permissions in the
Peak District National Park; working across a variety of sectors and on Listed buildings.
In 2018, we were successful in the Peak Park Planning Awards, receiving a Commendation in the
‘Non Residential’ Category for our Chatsworth Birdhide project and winning the ‘Non Residential’
Category for our Chatsworth Stickyard. Successful planning approvals and completed projects are
listed below:
2020
The Old Bell House, Hathersage
Brandery Stones, Wadshelf		
Cheese Shop, Hartington		
Ladywash Farm, Eyam			
Chatsworth Farm Shop Power Supply
Red House Farm, Bakewell		
Westering, Curbar			
White House Farm, Hathersage
Manor House Farm, Monyash		
The Filter House, Sheffield		
Gores Farmhouse, Bamford		
End Cottage, Knouchley Farm		
Odd House, Hathersage		

Grade II Listed Residential			
Residential/ Interior Modelling			
Grade II Listed Commercial			
Grade II Listed Residential			
Grade I* Listed Commercial			
Residential					
Residential					
Residential					
Residential					
Residential					
Residential					
Residential 					
Residential					

Planning Approved
Planning Submitted
Planning Submitted		
Planning Application
Planning Approved
Planning Application
Planning Approved
Planning Application
Planning Application
Planning Application
Planning Application
Planning Application
Planning Application

2019
Hillcrest, Barlow			
Southview Farm, Bamford		
Meadow Cottage, Snitterton		
Knouchley Cottage, Calver		
Treganna, Baslow			
Smithy Meadows, Hathersage		
Aughton House			
The Bungalow, Kettleshulme		

Residential/ Interior Modelling			
Residential/ Interior Modelling			
Residential/ Interior Modelling			
Residential/ Interior Modelling			
Residential / Interior Modelling			
Residential / Interior Modelling			
New Artists’ Studio				
Residential/ Interior Modelling			

Planning Approved
Planning Approved
Planning Approved		
Planning Approved
Planning Approved
Planning Approved
Planning Submitted
Planning Submitted

2018
Hazleford Hall, Hathersage		
Hilltop House, Hathersage		
Ash House Farm, Abney		
Orchard Leigh, Baslow			

Private Residential				
Residential/ Interior Modelling			
Residential/ Interior Modelling			
Residential / Interior Modelling			

Planning Approved
Planning Approved
Planning Approved
Planning Approved

Springfield Cottage, Castleton		
Mooredge, Bamford			

Residential / Interior Modelling			
Residential / Interior Modelling			

Planning Approved
Planning Approved

Old Stables, Youlgreave		
Derwent Lane, Hathersage		
Bamford Hall, Bamford			
Eastgate, Baslow			

Residential / Interior Modelling			
Residential / Interior Modelling			
Residential / Interior Modelling			
New Build Residential				

Planning Approved
Planning Approved
Planning Approved
Planning Approved

Chestnut Centre, Chapel-en-le Frith

New Build Residential 				

Planning Approved

2017
The Bank House, Hathersage		
The Rising Sun, Bamford		
Thickwood Lodge			
Slack Farm, Chapel-en-le-Frith		
Ridge House, Baslow			
Coppice Close, Froggatt		
Brambleside, Froggatt			

Commercial - Restaurant/ Bar			
Commercial - Hotel				
Grade II Listed - Residential/ Interior		
Grade II Listed - Residential/ Interior		
Residential / Interior Modelling			
Residential / Interior Modelling			
Residential / Interior Modelling			

Completed
Planning Approved
Planning Approved
Planning Approved
Planning Approved
Planning Approved
Planning Approved

2016					
Chatsworth Stables			
Grade I Listed - Retail Conversions		
Chatsworth				
Gardener’s Mess Facilities			
Bakewell				
Commercial Offices/Apartment Conversion
Moorside Farm, Onecote		
Residential/ Interior Modelling			
Chaddlewood, Bamford		
Residential/ Interior Modelling			

Completed
Completed
Planning Approved
Planning Approved
Completed

Ladybower Inn, Bamford		
Eaton Cottage, Baslow			
Carrcroft, Thornhill 			
Spital Building, Castleton		
The Old Vicarage, Barlow		
Delf View House 			
		
2015
Chatsworth Stables			
Dukes Barn, Beeley			
The Nursery, Stoney Middleton		
Hillcrest, Barlow			
Chatsworth House			
The Old Vicarage, Hope		
Chatsworth Farmyard			

New Letting Bedrooms				
Residential/ Interior Modelling			
Residential/ Interior Modelling			
Grade II Listed Barn Conversion		
Residential/ Inetrior Modelling			
Grade II Listed House Remodelling		

Planning Approved
Completed
Completed
Planning Approved
Completed
Completed

Grade I Listed - Retail Conversions		
Outdoor Pursuit Centre				
Residential/ Interior Modelling			
Garden Room					
Hydro Stations					
Residential/ Interior Modelling			
Birdhide					

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Underedge, Hathersage		

Passiv Haus Conversion			

Completed

Awards
2018
Sheffield Architecture Awards		
						
						

Winner: The People’s Choice: Chatsworth Birdhide
Highly Commended: Small Project Award: Chatsworth
Birdhide

Peak District Planning Awards		
						
						
						

Winner: Non Residential Category - Chatsworth
Stickyard
Commended: Non Residential Category - Chatsworth
Birdhide

Build Architecture Awards		
						
						
						

Best Private Residential Architecture Firm – UK
BUILD Excellence Award for Sustainable Design 2018
Best UK Cottage Conversion Project: The Carrcroft
Residence

2017
Build Architecture Awards		
						

Best Architectural Boutique - UK
UK Small Project of the Year Award: Chatsworth

						

Stickyard

2016
Building Design Awards

		

Shortlisted: The Small Project Architect of the Year

RICS Awards 				
						

Shortlisted: Chatsworth Stickyard Outdoor Education 		
C
entre

RIBA East Midlands Awards		

Shortlisted: Chatsworth Stickyard Outdoor Education 		

						

C
entre

Peak Architects Our Work

Eastgate Hope Valley
Private Residential
Peak Architects have recently designed this 6,000sqft family
home as a replacement dwelling for an exclusive edge of green
belt site in the village of Baslow in the Peak District National
Park.
The house is planned to accommodate multi-generation living
with a separate 2 bedroom apartment on the lower ground floor.
it is proposed to be a timber frame construction and integrate a
series of sustainable features including Photo voltaic roof tiles;
ground source heat pumps and MVHR (Mechanical Ventilation
Heat Recovery) ventilation system.
Status: Planning Approved - On site

Hillam Common Lane Hillam
Private Residential
Peak Architects were employed to develop designs and
submit a planning permission for a new detached five bedroom
house in the village of Hillam. This infil site sits on the edge of
the settlement yet was classified as being in open countryside.
Our proposal was for a contemporary home constructed in
London Stock brick and ashlar gritstone detailing.

Status: Planning Approved

Hill View Farm Tickhill
Residential
Planning permission was achieved utilising Part Q of Permitted
Development rights. This allows for the conversion of existing
agricultural buildings for up to five market residential units.
Our proposal worked within the existing massing of the building
and utilised the existing concrete frame to insert a terrace of five
three-bedroom homes.
The concept inserted a central landscaped pedestrianised street
which separated the homes from a covered parking barn.
Status: Planning Approved - On Site

The Stickyard Chatsworth
Heritage & Conservation
Conversion of an existing Grade I* listed cart shed and ‘Belfast
Trussed’ barn into an outdoor education centre for the
Devonshire Educational Trust, on the Chatsworth Estate.
The project provides a dedicated classroom and history room,
with flexible covered outdoor space, providing a range of
educational spaces for the delivery of a range of pedagogies.
The building is very sustainable, integrating renewable energy,
reclaimed materials, sustainable ground drainage (SUD’s) and
bio-composting toilets.
Status: Completed May 2015
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The Cattleshed Grindleford
Hospitality & Leisure
Conversion of an existing concrete framed cattleshed to provide
a boutique holiday let, with 11 ensuite bedrooms and large open
plan communal living areas, including cinema room.
Working closely with the planners, the facades were developed
to incorporate local materials and pick up on the vernacular style
for agricultural buildings. The facades utilise black vertical
‘staggered’ timber cladding, a zinc standing seam roof and
coursed dressed stone base.
Status: Completed March 2017

Denbank Sheffield
Private Residential
Working directly with the client, Peak Architects successfully
reconfigured an existing approved planning scheme to add an
additional 700sqft of accommodation to the plan.
Peak Architects were able to incorporate a range of sustainable
design features based upon the ‘Passiv Haus’ principles. These
included solar thermal and photo voltaic roof panels, whole
house ventilation systems, triple glazing and insulation which
exceeded the requirements of the current building regulations.
Status: On Site

Bank Close House Chesterfield
Health and Senior Living
Peak Architects were appointed directly by the owner of Bank
Close House to look at the refurbishment of the Grade II* house
and extension to provide accommodation for 32 residents in ensuite bedrooms.
The approval was linked to a seperate application to sell of part of
the land for residential development; this was seen as an enabling
application in order to fund works to the listed building.
Status: Planning Approved November 2016.

Retirement Village Jersey
Health and Senior Living
Peak Architects were appointed as Project Managers and Design
Managers for the delivery of this 170 unit retirement village in the
parish of St Peters on the island of Jersey.
The project integrated a mix of accommodation including
2 bedroom houses, apartments and sheltered
accommodation. Our role was to optimise layouts and ensure the
project was delivered on time and in budget.
Status: Completed 2009

Church of the God Sheffield
Community/Ecclesiastical
Working directly with the Pastor and the Church Committee
of The Church of the God of Prophecy, Peak Architects were
employed to provide a new Community Hub that created a
new entrance to the existing Church, as well as providing a
welcoming inclusive outreach to the local community.
Initial design concepts propose an open glazed ground floor that
opens onto a central landscaped courtyard. A corten cladding is
proposed which ties into the existing red brickwork of the
existing buildings.
Status: Design Concept/ Feasibility

Hydro-Stations Chatsworth
Renewable
Peak Architects’ designs for two new hydro schemes on the
River Derwent at Chatsworth, the Grade I listed house in the
Peak District National Park.
The two Archimedean screw turbines, with associated sluice
gates and fish passes, were to be located on the historic upper
and lower weirs, both of which date back to the 18th century.
Status: Planning Approved June 2016

Golf Club Coxmoor
Hospitality & Leisure
Peak Architects were invited to enter a limited competition for
the refurbishment and extension of the Club House for Coxmoor
Golf Club.
Our bid was based upon an innovative design that incorporated
the original elements whilst providing flexible accommodation.
Combining existing structures and new linking forms the overall
design which was unified by a lightweight roof structure.
The project provides flexible business and function
accommodation in addition to the members’ facilities and areas.
Status: Competition Entry 2016

Millhouses Court Sheffield
Private Residential
Working closely with an interior/kitchen designer, Peak
Architects developed designs for the conversion of a 1980’s
house into an Art Deco inspired residence.
The designs incorporate the completed remodelling of the
interior to provide guest and master suites; a three storey atrium
with cantilevered glazed staircase and extended ground floor
open plan accommodation.
The rear glazed extension has floor to ceiling glass which
overlooks the woods to the rear; within which a treehouse, with
integral fire pit, nestles and is accessed via a walkaway across
the client’s carp pond.
The house integrates improved levels of insulation; renewable
energy sources, whole house ventilation and triple glazing.
Status: Planning Approved

Clarkehouse Road Sheffield
Commercial Residential
Working closely with the developer and his in-house team, Peak
Architects submitted a planning application for the conversion of
the former Wake Smith building on Clarkehouse Road, to
provide seven executive apartments.
As part of the proposals, a later 1980’s office extension was
demolished; opening up the site to provide off-street parking
and additional accommodation in the form of a pair of bespoke
townhouses and an apartment pavilion, providing an additional
two apartments.
The team negotiated with the local planning authority to
deliver a sustainable and innovative solution for this prominent
site, within the Broomhill Conservation area.
Status: Completed

Birdhide Chatsworth
Hospitality & Leisure
Within an extremely limited budget, Peak Architects designed
a beautiful and original woodland bird hide on the Chatsworth
Estate in Derbyshire. It’s location, on the edge of a copse of trees
adjacent to the Children’s Farmyard, allows young bird
watchers to feel part of the woodland habitat. The hide has
a cedar shingle-clad exterior that will slowly turn to a metallic
grey, with a birch ply lining.
Peak Architects’ approach was to enable the user to feel as close
as possible to the wildlife and birds in the woodland:
•
•

•

•

a subtle, organic wooden structure that is both sustainable
and lightweight in construction;
the curves of the simple timber-framed structure take
reference from its location, adjacent to a ‘HaHa’, a feature of
the original Capability Brown landscaped gardens within the
Estate;
constructed for only £12,000 and within four weeks on site,
the building is fully wheelchair/DDA accessible and has
viewing slots at multiple heights to allow for people of all
ages and abilities to use the hide with ease;
because of limited site access, the hide was partially fabricated off-site.

Status: Completed June 2016

The Bank House Hathersage
Hospitality & Leisure
Working closely with the new management owners, Peak
Architects were instrumental in developing layouts for the
proposed bar/restaurant and assisting in the ‘change of use’
planning application.
Peak Architects developed the interior concepts which were
then developed further in conjunction with specialist fit out
contractors, Whiteheads
Status: Complete

Spital Building Castleton
Private Residential
Peak Architects received both listed and full planning approval
for the conversion of a Grade II listed Mill Building located on the
edge of the village of Castleton, Peak District National Park. The
conversion provides a detached five bedroom residence.
Working carefully with Historic England also, careful
consideration was given to the ruin of the Mill building and, in
particular, to it’s stabilisation as it was in danger of imminent
collapse.
The proposal includes a lightweight two storey pod along the
northern end of the building which is integrated into a free
standing stabilising frame sitting within the walls of the existing
structure. The frame is supported on a piled structure designed
to accommodate any below ground archaeology.
Status: Plannng Approved

Chestnut Centre Peak Park
Housing
Peak Architects was commissioned to prepare designs for a new
sub-terranean eco home on land at the former Chestnut Centre
Wildlife Park near Chapel en le Frith, in the Peak District
National Park.
The new dwelling has been designed to sit discreetly within the
contours of the existing site and will benefit from a fabric first
approach to energy consumption, highly insulated and sustainability credentials such as ground source heat pumps and whole
house ventilation.
The scheme will sit alongside a separate scheme to convert and
restore the existing historic buildings into residential properties.
Status: Planning Approved

Beighton Road Sheffield
Residential Masterplanning
Peak Architects were appointed directly by Tribeka to prepare a
masterplan and submit a planning application to provide 8 No
houses on an infil site in Sheffield. The plots were to be sold as
self build plots.
Peak Architects submitted a detailed planning application for
a pair of semi detached houses (Plots 2 and 3). The palette of
materials will include london stock brick, zinc cladding and dark
‘anthracite’ grey aluminium window frames.
Status: Completed 2019

Carrcroft Hope Valley
Private Residential
Peak Architects received approval for the conversion and
extension of a single storey, pre-fabricated concrete, single
skinned insulated house within the Peak Park. It provided a
modern, contemporary pavilion, integrating the principles of
‘Passiv Haus’ with high levels of insulation.
These included triple glazing, whole house ventilation, use of
sustainable materials and sustainable techniques, including
photovoltaics, water harvesting and the use of low energy/
water saving devices.
The design looked at the wooded context and sought to use
materials which age naturally and allow the building to sit tight
to the ground and nestle into it’s surroundings.
Status: Completed May 2020

The Stables Chatsworth House
Hospitality & Leisure
Peak Architects’ scope was to convert the remaining
‘unconverted’ quadrant of the Grade I* listed stable courtyard, at
Chatsworth House, to provide a new restaurant and retail space.
Working within the confines of the Listing; strategies were
incorporated to remove unwanted services and incorporate
underfloor heating and a rationalised ventilation system.
The works were completed within a 15 week programme and
allowed the retail areas to be open for the busy Christmas
period.
Status: Completed November 2016

Dark Lane Chesterfield
Residential Masterplanning
Working within a sensitive location in the settelement of
Calow to the East of Chesterfield, this project was developed for
the landowner as part of their submission to establish this site
within the local plan, as part of an SLLAA application.
The proposals sought to provide 56 units, providing a mix of
houses for private sale and a cluster of courtyard bungalows,
based upon a senior living model.
Status: Planning

Vernon Park Stockport
Education
Working with the school’s senior management team; Peak
Architects designed a new reception and administration area to
Vernon Park School.
The timescales were extremely short and from appointment in
February 2014, Peak Architects received planning, procured the
works and oversaw construction on site so that the works would be
complete for the start of the new school year in September 2014.
Status: Completed August 2014
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Canal Basin Staveley
Commercial Residential
Working directly with Derbyshire County Council, Peak
Architects have developed a comprehensive masterplan for the
re-development of the canal basin at Staveley.
We are currently consulting with the adjacent land owners; the
Canal Trust and Chesterfield Planning Authority.
The masterplan will see the delivery of approximately 100
houses and 16,300sqft (1,514sqm) commercial accommodation.
Status: Planning Stage

Thickwood Lodge Sheffield
Residential
Peak Architects’ proposal sought to remove a series of poor
quality extensions which cluster around the existing Grade II
Thickwood Lodge. The building was constructed in 1820 by the
Duke of Rutland as a hunting lodge on the Longshaw Estate.
The buildings will be replaced by a series of simple buildings
clustered along a glazed spine. These buildings step down
across the site and are built into the natural contours such that
they integrate into the surroundings and reduce the
visual impact upon the existing hunting lodge.
The proposal will create a 5 bedroom private residence with
accommodation of approximately 5,000sqft.
Status: Planning Approved

The Oscar Works Sheffield
Residential Mixed Use
Peak Architects were employed directly by the land-owner to
develop options for the redevelopment of a redundant
warehouse/factory building, known as the Oscar Works.
Working closely with the planners and commercial/residential
projects, we submitted a scheme to the planners to provide:
17,500 sqft of Commercial Space
207 Apartments
56 Car Parking Spaces
Status: Pre-Planning Submitted October 2019

Riber View Matlock
Commercial Residential
Working with the developer Clowes Developments (CWC), Peak
Architects have been responsible for the development appraisal
to assist in the purchase of the land.
Detailed plans are to be submitted for 51 residential apartments
on he former Matlock Ford workshop and sales plot adjacent to
Matlock Town Football Club.
Status: Planning

The Rising Sun Bamford
Hospitality & Leisure
Working directly with the landowner and operator, Peak
Architects developed a detailed planning scheme for the delivery
of a 60 bedroom hotel with associated front of house facilities.
The hotel is based around a prescribed 3* hotel operator which
will be tailor made to the outdoor activity market with dedicated
bike store; washdown and drying rooms.
Status: Planning Approved

The Old Vicarage Barlow
Private Residential
Utilising an under used external courtyard to the rear of the
Grade II listed ‘Old Vicarage’ in Barlow. Peak Architects
proposed a lightweight contemporary glazed infil block, which
unified the rear facade and created a garden room which linked
the main house to ancilliary accommodation.
Particular attention was paid to the steel detailing and interface
with the glazing system in order to maintain a clean and modern
aesthetic. This contrasted neatly with the traditional grit stone
buildings.
Status: Completed

Whirlow Lane Sheffield
Private Residential
Peak Architects were involved from the outset in assisting the
landowner with a series of development appraisals to seek to
optimise the land value for this existing site on Whirlow Lane in
Sheffield. The site originally had a single detached residence on
the site.
On the basis of these studies the site was sold and Peak
Architects were commissioned by the new client to prepare a
planning submission for four detached homes.
Status: On Site

Quay Box Park Bath
Leisure & Hospitality
Utilising a redundant car park on the edge of the River Avon In
Bath; Peak Architects were appointed to prepare a feasibility
masterplan and massing study to design a ‘Pop Up’ retail; leisure
and restaurant park.
The concept is based around the re-use of shipping containers
over two levels; they are positioned along a linear axis and
clustered to provide a series of open courtyards overlooking the
River Avon. This arrangement allows a clear servicing strategy
and a linear walkway accessing container units on an upper
level.
Quay park will provide a mix of fashion and lifestyle brands,
galleries, cafés and restaurants to create a unique shopping and
dining destination.
Status: Feasibility

Learning Centre Chatsworth
Education/Heritage
Working with the Devonshire Educational Trust; the brief was
to convert a former Grade I* listed, former potting shed, into a
flexible education and art space.
Our approach was to work with the existing building structure
and materiality to act as a back-drop to modern interventions,
including a feature vertical timber batten acoustic wall.
The building incorporates underfloor heating, utilising the ‘Ty
Mawr’ insulation and lime screed system, together with an innovative mechanical heat recovery system which utilises excess
heat from the glasshouse pump room to heat and
ventilate the education rooms and toilets.
Status: Completed May 2018

The Old Vicarage Hope
Private Residential
Peak Architects were appointed to replace an existing glazed
conservatory with a modern contemporary extension.
Working closely with the Peak District Planning Authority, a
simple contemporary approach incorporated a grit stone wall
with feature recessed banding and a ‘Fine-Line’ glazed wall.
Status: Completed

Silecroft Cafe Pavilion Cumbria
Leisure & Hospitality
A competition proposal for a new beach café & facilities at
Silecroft Beach, Cumbria. The proposed plan focussed around
a large flexible space filled with light and boasting views to
the coast and Black Combe fell. Silecroft Beach is on the edge
of the Lake District, adjacent to the Cumbria Coastal Way, a
popular destination for locals and tourists.
The concept of the design was to create a sheltered, but
light filled communal space to be enjoyed all year round.
Sustainability was key to the design concept, proposing the use
of local materials for cladding and a low lying green roof planted
with native species and integrated rainwater harvesting. The
scheme also incorporated:
• Durable, robust and hard wearing materials to match the
exposed nature of the site.
• Stone gabions to the banks leading to the beach and also to
the local stone walls found in the nearby village.
• Corten weathering steel in evoking images of rusting boats
in harbours along the seashore.
• Two solid masses frame a light and open flexible central
space with courtyard.
• A series of pivoting metal screens to provide a windbreak
without compromisng the views to the sea, which can be
shut to offer protection to the building when the cafe is
closed.
• Exhibition, retail and tourist display information is integrated
within the architecture.
Status: Competition

The Fish Pavilion Barlow
Private Residential
Working closely with the main contractor, Branden Davison
from Beau Vale Construction, Peak Architects developed this
lightweight, oak framed structure for a garden extension.
One of the notable features was the construction and integration
of a 2.0m deep heated carp pond, ( measuring 4.0m x 5.0m)
into the scheme, such that the extension fronted onto the pond
and was designed to be seen as a continuation of the ‘pavilion
building’.
The large oak framed gable maximises the internal light within
the vaulted extension and reinforces the connectivity of the
interior to the garden and the carp pond.
Status: Completed

Syke Lane Brighouse
Private Residential
Peak Architects were successful in gaining planning approval on
a contemporary new build scheme on the edge of the green belt,
near Halifax.
The rural development comprises two contemporary, four bed
detached homes, designed to maximise on the surrounding
views, whilst minimising the impact on the adjacent properties
and green belt. The properties feature large, open-plan living
areas and vaulted first floor ceilings in a contemporary “barn”
style using reclaimed local stone.
Status: On Site

Peak Architects About Us

The Team
The office is led by Paul Holden who founded Peak Architects
in 2015. He has been involved in the construction industry for
over 20 years. After extensive spells working in both France and
Japan, he returned to the UK in the early 1990’s and has built
a specialism around the delivery of complex, mixed use urban
sites.
Paul combines his knowledge with a clear understanding of
procurement and development management which ensure that
projects are delivered on-time and to budget.
He is committed to design being central to all projects, not just
value added. He has a track record of leading projects from concept through to delivery with specific success and experience in
the design and management of commercial/ education projects
through to planning.
Since its inception in 2015, the company has grown significantly
to a team of thirteen.
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Policy Statements
Equality and Diversity Policy

Health and Safety Policy

Environmental Policy

We are committed to a policy of treating all of our employees and
job applicants equally. No employee or potential employee shall
receive less favourable treatment or consideration on the grounds
of race, colour, religion, nationality, ethnic origin, sex, disability or
marital status or will be disadvantaged by any conditions of
employment or the Company’s requirements that cannot be
justified as necessary on operational grounds.

This is a statement of the Health and Safety Policy of the
Company as required by the terms of the Health and Safety at
Work etc. Act 1974.

We believe that a healthy environment is necessary for the well
being of all society, our people and our business. We recognise
that our operations have an effect on the local, regional and
global environment and are committed to minimising any
potential harmful effects of such activity and to the prevention of
pollution.

Every member of management and all employees are instructed
that:
• There should be no discrimination on account of race, colour,
religion, disability, nationality, ethnic origin, sex or marital status;
• The Company will appoint, train, develop and promote on the
basis of merit and ability;
• All employees have personal responsibility for the practical
application of the Company’s equal opportunities policy;
• Special responsibility for the practical application of the
Company’s equal opportunities policy falls upon managers and
supervisors involved in the recruitment, selection, promotion and
training of employees.
• The Company’s grievance procedure is available to any
employee who believes that he or she may have been unfairly
discriminated against.
• Disciplinary action will be taken against any employee who
is found to have committed an act of unlawful discrimination.
Serious breaches of this policy will be treated as gross
misconduct.

The policy of the Company is to do all that is reasonable to
secure the health, safety and welfare of persons at work, to
prevent personal injury and damage to property and protect
everyone from foreseeable work hazards, including the public
insofar as they may be affected by the business of the Company.
The Company regards the promotion of health and safety
measures as a mutual objective for the Company and employees
at all levels. The objective of the Policy is to advise employees
at all levels of safe working methods, equipment and conditions.
The responsibilities of the Company are so far as are reasonably
practicable:
• To provide and maintain equipment and systems of work that
are safe;
• To provide training and instruction to enable employees to
perform their work safely and efficiently;
• To follow methods and procedures to ensure that all
operations and activity can be carried out safely.
• To consult with staff about Health and Safety matters as
required by law.
The policy of the Company with respect to all matters concerned
with safety, health and welfare is formulated and carried out by
each company’s designated safety officer.

Environmental regulations, laws and codes of practice are
regarded as setting the absolute minimum standards of
environmental performance.

Quality Assurance Policy
The Directors of Peak Architect Limited have appointed a
Quality Manager to establish and direct the implementation of a
quality system to conform with BS EN ISO 9001 and this Quality
Manager has the authority to enforce the requirements of the
system, to manage the system and audit its implementation.

Staff Development Policy
We are committed to the provision of staff development for all
staff to enable individuals and groups to achieve their full
potential and contribute to our culture of excellence.
We encourage continuous professional development by actively
supporting job-related external training to achieve its aims and
objectives and support the RIBA and other associated bodies’
mandatory requirements.

Insurance
Peak Architects currently hold the following insurance cover:
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

•
•
•

27th October 2020
Our Ref: 26284918

Dear Sirs
RE: Peak Architects Limited
We act as Insurance Brokers for the above clients, and would confirm their existing insurance
arrangements are as follows: Occupation: Architects
EMPLOYERS LIABILITY
Insurer:
Policy No:
Expiry Date:
Limit of Indemnity:

Aviva
97OSP3179688
31 October 2021
£10,000,000

PUBLIC/PRODUCTS LIABILITY
Insurer:
Aviva
Policy No:
97OSP3179688
Expiry Date:
31 October 2021
Limit of Indemnity:
£5,000,000
Excess:
£250 in respect of Third Party Property Damage
PROFESSIONAL INDEMNTIY
Insurer:
Policy No:
Expiry Date:
Limit of Indemnity:
Excess:

Prosure & IGI
55501898
31 October 2021
£5,000,000 any one claim
£1,000 each and every claim

Insurer’s policy terms exceptions and conditions apply.
The information provided is based on the insurance arrangements at the time of writing. Any
renewal date shown represents the normal expiry date of the policy but as you will appreciate,
alterations may be made during the period of insurance. This could, in certain circumstances
entail cancellation before the normal expiry date.
We can therefore only confirm the current cover to you but we are always available to confirm
the continuation of cover at a later date.
Yours faithfully

Shell Redfern
Corporate Account Handler
Direct Dial
0114 3495465
E-mail
shellredfern@proaktive.co.uk

Employers Liability		
Public/ Products Liability		
Professional Indemnity		

£10.0M
£ 5.0M
£ 5.0M

